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Beard said, "This is
relatively simple and
offered in many university veterinruy hospitals."
Hearing impairment
inhorsescanresultfrom
a number of causes.
"One of the common
forms in horses today
is coat-color-associated
deafness in Paint Horses with a high percentage of white," Beard· described. "These horses
are born deaf."
This is a similar syndrome which causes
deafness in blue-eyood
cats and Dalmatian dogs.
Dr. Ga..7 MagdeBiail,
professor of equine
medicine at the University of California School
of Veterinary Medicine
Hospital in Davis, noted
other possible causes of
deafness, that include
inner or middle ear
infections, an arthritic
change in the skull, old
age, trauma and certain
drugs.
Often owners don't
have any clue that their

Deafness, or hearing
impairment, does not
make a horse worthless
;,r unusable.
"With a few minor
adjustments in training and management
techniques by owners,
deaf horses are generally suitable for riding,
showing and breeding, just like any other
horses," according to
Dr. Laurie Beard, associate professor of
equine medicine at the
Kansas State University
of College of Veterinruy
Medicine.
However, she ~0"
fessed th" t d;;cermining
;r a horse is deaf is not
always easy. "The most
accurate method of
determining a horse's
hearing ability is with
a brainstem auditory
evoke response test,
which is also used in
humans," Beard related.
The test detects electrical activity in the
inner ear and auditory horses are deaf, until
pathways in the brain a certain situation· ~~c
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one stands calmly without even turning its
head, an owner might
become suspicious of
hearing impairment.
"There are simple
tests to help owners get
a presumptive diagnosis of a horse's deafness
by observing how they
respond to auditory
stimuli outside of their
visual field," Magdesian recommended.
For example, an owner can stand just out of
view of the horse's sight
and shake a can of
arain. A deaf horse will
not show any excite111ent in response io the
sound.
Dr. Arv le E. Marshall, former associate professor in equine
medicine at Auburn
Auburn,
University,
Ala., added, "A twitch
of the ears or turning of
the he"rl in rP•nonse to
a sudden noise: such as
clapping of the hands,
is called the startle reaction and rules out
complete deafness.
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"Similar to deaf people,
animals with hearing
impairment rarely have
any mental deficits,
and horses with proper
handling can have productive lives."
In qualifying remarks
by other veterinarians,
verified,
Magdesian
"The biggest repercussions of owning a deaf
horse involve modifying training techniques. Because these
horses cannot rely on
voice cues, they must
be trained using visual
~""" "" •he ;:·~;;..-.! ..;,..;
tactil" cues under saddie."
veterinarians
The
also warned handlers
to be particularly aware
so that the hear-impaired horse is not startled by the unseen and
unexpected approach
of people or other animals.
With visual and tactile cues, deaf horses do
very well, Magdesian
emphasized. "I have
owned a deaf mare for
25- ~'~Ers, and most peo-
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tions and by judges at
breed shows," Marshall
pointed out.
No cure o. t.reatment
for deafness in horses
was suggested by ~he
veterinarians. "I don't
know of any hearing
aids that have yet been
designed for use in
horses," Beard clanfied.
Detailing the discussion on genetic deafness
in Paint Horses, Dr. Allison Stewart, who has
also studied the subject
as an equine veterinari=• at Auburn Univeroi;J, ;;:::~entuattC: ~h~t
it's more than speculation that splashed white
Paint Horses, or any
hqrse with blue eyes
and excessive white
markings over its face,
can be deaf.
"Very little scientific
research on the subject
has been done," she
commented. "Still, we
know that the deafness
is caused by a lack of
pigment in part of the
inner ear.
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